We prove several theorems which relate the smoothness of a function, /", defined on a compact C'-submanifold of a Euclidean space to the rate at which the error in the best uniform approximation to/by polynomials of degree at most n tends to zero.
Introduction. In this paper we extend the classical Jackson and Bernstein theorems on uniform polynomial approximation to a wide class of compact C'-manifolds. §1 contains the definitions, for an arbitrary compact manifold M of the Banach spaces Ck-m(M) of A>times differentiable functions whose Â:th derivatives admit to as a modulus of continuity, and the proof of a Tietze type extension theorem for C'a functions. In §2 we consider manifolds M embedded in some Euclidean space E and prove the Jackson estimate that for/e Ck,01(M), En(f) = 0(n~kco(\/n)), where En(f) is the error in the best uniform approximation to/on M by polynomials of degree at most n. In §3, as a preliminary to considering converses of the Jackson estimates, we determine the asymptotic behaviour of the widths of the unit ball in Ck,0>(M) and use this to show that unless Mm is embedded in £ as a subset of an algebraic variety of dimension m no converse results can hold. § §4 and 5 are restricted to the case when M is the orbit of some orthogonal action of a compact Lie group on E. In this case we prove a Bernstein type inequality for the derivatives of polynomials on M. This is applied in §5 to prove several converse theorems, including the Bernstein theorems which say En(f) = 0(n~k~a), 0<a<l, implies fe Ck(M) and all ktb. derivatives of/satisfy a Lipschitz condition of order a.
1. Classes of functions. In this section we give the definitions of the Banach spaces of smooth functions Ck-0>(M) where M is a compact C"-manifold (perhaps with boundary) and cd is a modulus of continuity (see below for a definition). These spaces are slightly more general than the Ck,(a)(M) spaces of A>times differentiable functions with kth derivatives satisfying a Lipschitz (Holder) condition of order a. We also prove an extension theorem for Ck,a functions on a closed submanifold.
We start by recalling the definition of a modulus of continuity. This is a continuous function w. R+ -> R+ satisfying (i) co is increasing,
(ii) oj(t) -> 0 as t -> 0, (iii) wfo+fOaaKiO+wOfs).
(iv) for some a>0, t^aco(t), 0<f¿2. The most important examples are the functions oja(t) = ta, 0<o¡¿ 1.
Let Bm be the unit ball in Euclidean «i-space. If/is a continuous complexvalued function on Bm and co is as above, we say /admits coas a modulus of continuity We note that the following are continuous linear transformations of Ck-a(Bm) into itself: (a) multiplication by C"-functions, (b) /(->•/« <p where 95: Bm-^-Bm is any C°°-map. It is straightforward to verify these facts once we observe that property (iv) of co shows that C1(Bm)^C°-a(Bm), since \f(x)-f(y)\ i 2 dXi -y\\ ï ¡/II^(Ix-jII) for/in C\Bm).
We extend our definitions to an arbitrary compact Coe-manifold M of dimension m as follows, License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
Banach space norm for Ck,a(M) and any other choice of finitely many charts covering M gives an equivalent norm. In the special case when oj = wa, 0<a^l, we shall write CkÁa\M) instead of Ck-a°{M).
The following analog of the Tietze extension theorem forms the basis of our proof of the Jackson estimates in §2. Finally, since N^M\dM, we can find charts <p¡:/im->-M, i=\,...,l, with N^{Jlnt<Pi(Bm) and 8M n <plBm) = 0, and such that for i=\,...,j, >pr\N) n Bm = Bn, while for i=j+l,...,/, ff^If) n B^ = B\. Let «¡ g Coe(M) be chosen with supp (h¡) s Int q>i(Bm) and 2W¡ = 1 on TV. Then the desired extension map is given, for/G Ck-°>(N), by e(f) = ¿«f^(/°«pi)+ 2 «f^fc(/°«Pi).
i+i
That e does the job follows from the facts we have proved about «f, n*, and ek. □
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 2. Direct approximation theorems. Let E be a Euclidean space and M^E a compact C^-submanifold. We set p = pn \M for some polynomial pn e C(E)\ of (total) degree at most « / and refer to &n as the polynomials of degree at most « on M. A measure of the degree of uniform approximation to/e C(M) by 3Pn is given by £n(/) = inf{||/-Pn|U|p"6^}.
Since &n is finite dimensional this infimum is attained for at least one pn in ^n.
Thus we can speak of En(f) as the error in the best uniform approximation to/by polynomials of degree at most «. The Stone-Weierstrass theorem implies that En(f) -^ 0 as « -> co. For the special case when M is a cube or a multi-dimensional torus, the multi-dimensional version of the theorems of Jackson [5, pp. 89-90] give a more precise relationship between the smoothness of/and the rate at which En(f) tends to zero. The main result of this section is the extension of the Jackson theorems to the present setting.
Theorem 2.1. Let M^E be a compact C°°-submanifold. Fix a norm on Ck,<°(M). Then there exist constants C(k, to) such that
Proof. The extension theorem together with the Jackson theorems for a ball (or cube) make this easy. We may assume that A/cInt Bl, where /=dim E. Then, by the continuity of the extension map e of Theorem 1.1, there exist constants A(k, co) such that \\e(f)\\k¡a^A(k, co)\\f\\k¡m. The Jackson theorems for B' [12] imply the existence of constants A(k) and a sequence {/?"} of polynomials on B1 with pn of degree at most « such that
Restriction of the sequence {/>"} to M gives the desired result with C(k, to) = A(k)A(k, co). (We could have used the Jackson theorems for a cube rather than for B'. But this would require a bit more work, since for a cube they are stated in terms of polynomials of degree at most « in each variable separately, rather than total degree at most «.) □ We single out the special case of functions with A:th derivatives satisfying a Lipschitz condition of order a to state as Corollary 2.2. For 0<a^ 1, there exists C(k, a) such that
Whether Theorem 2.1 gives good estimates for the rate of decrease of En(f) seems to depend on the nature of the embedding of M. Thus for S1^E2 the Bernp e C(M)
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use stein converse theorems show that in case oj = oja, 0<«<1, then the estimates cannot be improved in the sense that there exist /g CkÁa\S1) for which En(f) Cn~k~a. On the other hand, Newman and Raymon in [8] , give examples of analytic arcs y^E2 for which fe C0,a(y) implies /¿"(Z)^ C |/| £,/«(« ~2), which shows that Theorem 1.1 gives far from good estimates for these curves. In the next section we shall show that by perturbing the embedding of M slightly we can insure that the estimates of Theorem 2.1 cannot be improved.
3. Widths. We are interested in finding some class of embedded manifolds for which the converse to Corollary 2.2 holds, at least for 0<a< 1. We know from the classical case of M= [0, 1] ^E1 that if 9M# 0 we cannot expect any such converse to hold since the behaviour of the approximation near 8M is not taken into account in the estimates of Theorem 2.1. (In fact, whether there is, in general, an improvement in the rate of approximation near 8M is not known to us.) However, we shall show that even if 8M= 0, the nature of the embedding can rule out the existence of any converse to Theorem 2.1 or Corollary 2.2.
We begin by recalling the notion of the widths of a set U in a Banach space X. (See [5, Chapter 9] .) If Xn is an «-dimensional subspace of X, then the degree of approximation to U by Xn is given by
The «th width of U in X is defined by dn(U) = inïx" EXn(U). It is useful to notice that dn is increasing as a function of U and also if r>0, then dn(rU) = rdn(U).
Theorem 2.1 gives some estimates from above for the widths of the sets Uk,a = {feCk-a(M) | i/lU^á 1}SC(M). In particular, if we set S(«) = dim^, then the theorem shows that d6(n)(Uk,ù}) = 0(n~koe(l/n)). The next result shows that any converse to Theorem 2.1 implies corresponding estimates from below for the widths. Since the widths, dn(Uk,m), are intrinsic to the space C(M), while the dimension function S(«) depends on the embedding of M in E we see that a determination of the asymptotic behaviour of these widths will give information as to which embeddings admit the possibility of any converse implication of the form (3.1.1).
We proceed to find the desired asymptotic estimates. Our method is to localize and show that everything is determined by the widths for the case M-Bm. Theorem 3.2. Let M be a compact C^-manifold of dimension m. Fix a norm on Ck-W(M) and let Uk-a be the unit ball in this norm. Then(2) dn(Uk'a)xn-klmco(n-llm).
Proof. First we show that dn(Uk-a) = 0(n-klmto(n-llm)).
Let If we let Kk'w be the unit ball in Ck-w(Bm), then by the continuity of e, we have e(Vk-m)çC(k, co)Uk-a for some constant C(k, co). So it will suffice to show that dn(e(Vk-a))^Cn-klmco(n-llm).
Let Xnç=C(M) be an arbitrary «-dimensional subspace. Then for fe Vk-a, peXn, ||e(/)-p||.,M^|/-p|U.B-. Hence, taking inf's, EXn(e(Vk-»))^dn(Vk-% and thus 4(e(F'c'M))äi/n(K'c-w). Now [5, Theorem 1, p. 135] shows that dn(Vk-a) Cn'klmco(n~llm) and so we are done. (The proof in [5] is for functions on a cube, but holds without essential change for functions on a ball.) □ (2) By x we mean that each sequence is big-oh of the other. For embeddings of M with 8(«) # 0(nm) we do not know whether the estimates of Theorem 2.1 can always be improved. In the previously cited example of Newman and Raymon of a curve y=,E2 for which S(«) = 0(«2), their better estimates show that En(f) = 0(d0(n)(U°-a)) uniformly for fe U°-a. It is an interesting question whether this improvement holds for any MçE, i.e. is it always the case that En(f) = 0(dm)(Uk-a)) uniformly for fe V*>»1
Another question which is open, so far as we know, is whether the converse of Corollary 3.3b holds, i.e. does every manifold M^E with 8M= 0 which is (included in) an algebraic variety of dimension m satisfy some converse theorem of the form (3.1.1)? In the next two sections we show that such theorems do hold for the special case of a homogeneous space of a compact Lie group equivariantly embedded in E. 4 . Compact homogeneous spaces and Bernstein's inequality. Let M= G/H be a homogeneous space of the compact Lie group G. Then it is known [6, p. 433] that we may embed M in some Euclidean space E as the orbit of an orthogonal action of G on E. By passing to the quotient of G by the kernel of this orthogonal representation, we may assume that G is a closed subgroup of 0(E), the orthogonal group of E, and that M=Gv is the G-orbit of some unit vector, v, in E. Then H={geG \g-v = v}.
The action of G on M induces an action of G on C(M) according to g-f(m) =f(g~1-m),fe C(M). This action leaves the classes 0>n invariant. To see this we let ex = v, e2, ..., ex be an orthonormal basis for E. Then the coordinate functions, /, on M are given by f¡(m) = (m, ej), where (•, ■) is the inner product on E, and 0ĉ onsists of polynomials in /,...,/ of degree at most «. Now if the matrix of g-(gij) relative to the basis {et}, then g-fi(m) =fi(g~1-m) = (g_1-w, e,) = (m,g-e,) = 2 (w> SiA) = 2 gtitt™)-Or, g-f = J.gijfi-So SPX is G-invariant. Hence @n is G-invariant since it consists of «th degree polynomials in the elements of á^.
We are interested in the norms of certain differential operators on the spaces SPn. These are the operators that arise from the Lie algebra, g, of G, where g consists of those Ixl skew-symmetric matrices D such that exp tD e G for all t e R. Each D g g acts as a differential operator on C1(M) by
Note that each D e g leaves 3Pn invariant since Dpn is the uniform limit as t -> 0 of the functions (exp ( -tD)pn-pn)/t which are in 3Pn and ^ is uniformly closed. We will use the inner product on g given by </>!, D2) = itrCD^) = -itr (D^) and its associated norm, \\D\\ =</), Z)>1/2. The estimate we are interested in is the following analog of Bernstein's inequality for the derivative of a trigonometric polynomial. We can reduce the problem to showing that /?"(exp tDm) is, as a function of t, the restriction to the real axis of an entire function of exponential type at most «||/)||. Because once this is done the desired estimate follows from Bernstein's inequality for the derivatives of such functions [13, p. 208] , since sup \pn(exptD-m)\ S \\pn\\x. t
As a further reduction, we note that since pn is a polynomial of degree at most « License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use in/,...,/, it will suffice to show that/(exp tDm) is the restriction to the real axis of an entire function of exponential type at most ||Z)||.
We proceed as follows. By the standard spectral theory for skew-symmetric matrices we can find an orthogonal matrix O and real numbers 0U ...,0W2
such that O DO-1 = Z>! -diag (sk (00, sk (02), ..., sk (0W2])), where sk (0) = [_° J]-A computation shows that \\D\\2= -\ tr (Z>?) = 2 02. Hence ||D| ^max {|0,|}. Now the entries of exp tD1 are the functions ± cos t0¡, ± sin t0,, so the entries of exp tD = 0'1 exp tDxO are just linear combinations of these sines and cosines. Thus we see that /(exp tDm) = (exp tDm, e¡) is a linear combination of the functions cos r03, sin t0¡. Since these latter functions are entire functions of exponential type at most max {|0,|} which is less than \D\, so is/ and we are done. □
We shall refer to the estimate of this theorem as Bernstein's inequality (for homogeneous spaces).
5. Converse theorems on homogeneous spaces. In order to prove the converse to Corollary 2.2 and related theorems, we need to introduce a metric on M which is connected with the action of G. We first define a Riemannian metric on M as follows. Let ft be the Lie algebra of H and let m = ft1 be the orthogonal complement of ft in g. Then m is (isomorphic to) the tangent space to M at ex. Since the inner product on g is invariant under the adjoint action of G on g we can define a The proofs are as in [5, pp. 59-61] once one has the obvious analog of Lemma 5.1 for second differences along geodesies.
We are in the strange situation of having proved a converse type of theorem without knowing the corresponding direct theorem. This results from the fact that we have not been able to prove that the local second order modulus of continuity is invariant under coordinate changes. However, for those homogeneous spaces for which we know more constructive proofs of the direct theorems, in particular, for all spheres, and projective spaces over the reals, complexes and quaternions, we have proved in [12] the direct theorems corresponding to Corollary 5.7.
6. Remarks on applications and earlier results. The results of §2 have several applications to problems of Fourier analysis on the compact homogeneous spaces considered in § §4 and 5 analogous to the applications of the results on tori to
